
Pope Attacks Trump on Immigration 
 
Well, you wouldn't believe what just came over the internet this 
morning and here's the headline, I think this was from Reuters and I 
would like to read part of this story for you: ‘Pope says Trump not 
Christian in views, plans over immigration’ and this is by Philip 
Pullella and the dateline is Thursday, February the 18th, at 12:32 pm 
Eastern Standard Time, just a couple hours ago here in upstate New 
York.  

 
 

Pope Francis gestures during a meeting with the media onboard the papal plane 
while en route to Rome. 

 
U.S. Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump is ‘not Christian’ 
because of his views on immigration, Pope Francis said on his way 
back to Rome from Mexico. In a freewheeling conversation with 
reporters on his flight back from a visit to Mexico, Francis was asked 
about Trump and some of his statements such as vowing to build a 
wall between the United States and Mexico if he becomes president. 
Here's what the Pope said: ‘a person who thinks only about 
building walls wherever that may be and not building bridges is 
not Christian’ (where is that in Scripture?) Francis said in response to 
a specific question about Trump's views ‘this is not in the gospel’.  
 
Well, Pope Francis, I want to remind you about a little incident that 
occurred this past weekend with you in Mexico. You were walking 
along the sidewalk behind a barrier and there was a vast crowd of 
people on the other side of the barrier and someone reached over and 
pulled your arm into the crowd and you got very angry. That person did 
not respect the barrier. So, you are being a hypocrite and I don’t think 
that's Christian, Pope Francis!  
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Besides, Mr. Trump does not want to keep out legal immigrants; he 
says he wants a door in that wall he is going to build: he wants people 
to come here legally. As it is now, we have unlimited immigration 
thanks to your pal, Barack Obama. We have all kinds of criminals 
coming into this country, all kinds of druggies, all kinds of jihadis. I'll 
bet, Pope Francis, you have Swiss Guards around the Vatican. I'll bet 
you don't have unlimited illegal immigration into your Vatican offices.  
 

 
 

Pope Francis scolds person who pulled him down in Mexico ~ Feb 17th 2016 
 

So, you are not being Christian yourself, Pope Francis! I am a Roman 
Catholic myself; I may even support Mr. Donald Trump. I haven't 
decided yet, but to me he's a good candidate and he is morally right on 
immigration. A country has a duty to protect its citizens and keep out 
the riff raff just as you keep the riff raff out of the Vatican and just as 
you want people to respect that wall you have between you and the 
public when you go out and visit the populace. So, Pope Francis, I 
hope you reconsider your condemnation of someone whom I consider 
to be a very good candidate Mr. Donald Trump! 
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